PAINTING SRP
PAD-MOUNTED
EQUIPMENT

Maintaining painted equipment:
If SRP replaces pad-mounted
equipment that a customer has
painted, the new replacement
equipment will be standard SRP
colors. The customer may paint the
replacement equipment, observing
the guidelines.

Guidelines for enhancing
area aesthetics

SRP retains the right to charge you the
full cost of restoring the equipment to
its original condition if you:
•Do not comply with SRP
requirements.
•Do not maintain the chosen
color scheme.
Thank you for your cooperation.
For questions or more information:
Residential Customers: (602) 236-8888
Business Customers: (602) 236-8833
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You may enhance area aesthetics
if you follow certain guidelines.
At SRP, our goal is to provide you with
reliable power. We also work within
our communities to offer facilities
that have a low visual impact on
neighborhoods, such as pad-mounted
transformers and other equipment.
To help these facilities blend in with
the surrounding community, we offer
customers the option of painting
certain pad-mounted equipment. Using
your own resources, you may do so
while following certain guidelines
that help us ensure the continued
reliable operation of this equipment
for the benefit of you and other electric
service customers.
Customers may paint pad-mounted
transformers, switching and fusing
cubicles, and capacitor enclosures, as
shown in the photo below.

Substation walls and other SRP
equipment are not eligible for this
program. For your safety and the
safety of others, we want to prevent
non-SRP individuals from interacting
with or near high-voltage equipment.

Before painting, please observe
these rules:
•Contact your homeowners
association or municipality for color
schemes to be used and approval
to proceed.
•Color choices should complement the
surrounding area near the equipment
being painted.
•SRP recommends using a waterbased paint that will not damage the
original surface.
•Avoid using films or laminates
for paint.

To prepare the area to
paint, please:
•Clean the surface using a mild
detergent and water.
•Avoid sanding or power washing.
•Avoid using chemical solvents.
•Mask or cover the concrete
pad, adjacent equipment and
surrounding objects.

Do not paint over stenciled information or reflective
stickers on instructional and warning decals (see circled
examples above).

When painting, leave the
following parts of SRP equipment
untouched, as shown in the
photo above:
•Identifying lettering and numbering
•Warning signs
•Handles
•Locks
•Pads
•Sight glass windows
We ask that you maintain the condition
of the equipment you have painted.
That means repainting the preferred
color you have chosen periodically
for upkeep during the lifecycle of
the equipment.

